In the US the average per capita bank deposits is $13750.96. In other words, for every person in the country, just over $13750 was deposited in banks in 1999. The range in Megalopolis is substantial from zero in Manassas Park, a function of having no banks recording data there, to $1,248,200 in Fairfax, VA. The map identifies both areas of affluence and business activity. Thus Wyoming PA has only a per capita figure of $869 because it is not very affluent and neither is it a site of intense economic activity or banking. Essex County in the Boston metro area and Nassau County in Long Island, for example, have a more affluent population, a larger population and a larger number of small businesses. The map reflects wealth and commercial business activity. The more rural peripheral counties such as Washington MD, Androscoggin ME and Nantucket MA have low figures (respectively $2120, $1060 and $410 while the more populous affluent counties such as Montgomery MD, Queens NY or Union NJ have higher figures (respectively $104,466, $99,580 and $101,980).